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Abstract

Abstract: With overwhelming thousands of online journals daily,

many scholarly articles simply never reach their intended

audience and consequently fail to generate the impact they

deserve. Traditionally, scholarly publishers ensured the visibility

of an authors’ work by circulating print journals to targeted

readers. But fewer people are reading print journals anymore

and as content continues to migrate from print to online — how

can researchers optimize electronic distribution of content? This

presentation, lead you to prepare a pre-print, post-print of your

paper/article for online presence, wider visibility, and increase

citation.

Keywords: H-index, Improve citations, Research tools,

Bibliometrics, Research visibility, Research impact
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Research Tools Mind Map
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The State of Authorship
Maximizing Impact with the Time and Money You Spend

©2017-2018  Nader Ale Ebrahim

Source: Mudrak, Ben. (2016) "State of Authorship Report: Time and Costs Involved in Publishing Research.“, American Journal Experts 

(AJE) 
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https://www.aje.com/en/arc/state-of-authorship-report/
https://www.aje.com/en/arc/dist/docs/AJE-State-of-Authorship.pdf
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How to increase research impact?
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Source: Leiss, C., 2017. Visability and Impact of Research: Bibliometric Services for University Management and Academic Staff.

http://docs.lib.purdue.edu/cgi/viewcontent.cgi?article=2128&context=iatul
http://docs.lib.purdue.edu/cgi/viewcontent.cgi?article=2128&context=iatul
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http://arxiv.org/ftp/arxiv/papers/1502/1502.04250.pdf
http://arxiv.org/ftp/arxiv/papers/1502/1502.04250.pdf
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http://www.openaccesspublishing.org/green1/Lakso2014-GreenOAPoliciesAcceptedVersion.pdf
http://www.openaccesspublishing.org/green1/Lakso2014-GreenOAPoliciesAcceptedVersion.pdf


Prepare a paper for online archiving

• Try to find the paper’s online version (from 

out of campus network)

• Make author version of copyrighted paper

• Convert author version file to Pdf

• Add relevant Metadata

©2017-2018  Nader Ale Ebrahim 9



Understanding your rights
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Source: Bonnie Swoger, (2013) Understanding your rights: pre-prints, post-prints and publisher versions, Scientific American
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https://blogs.scientificamerican.com/information-culture/understanding-your-rights-pre-prints-post-prints-and-publisher-versions/
https://blogs.scientificamerican.com/information-culture/understanding-your-rights-pre-prints-post-prints-and-publisher-versions/
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Elsevier is taking down papers 

from Academia.edu
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https://svpow.com/2013/12/06/elsevier-is-taking-down-papers-from-academia-edu/
https://svpow.com/2013/12/06/elsevier-is-taking-down-papers-from-academia-edu/
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Pre-print

©2017-2018  Nader Ale Ebrahim

Source: Bonnie Swoger, (2013) Understanding your rights: pre-prints, post-prints and publisher versions, Scientific American

A pre-print is the original version of the manuscript 

as it is submitted to a journal. While the authors 

may have sought help from their colleagues in 

selecting data analysis techniques, improving 

manuscript clarity, and correcting grammar, the 

pre-print has not been through a process of peer 

review. It typically looks like a term paper - a 

double spaced .doc file with minimal formatting.
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https://www.scientificamerican.com/author/bonnie-swoger/


Post-print

©2017-2018  Nader Ale Ebrahim

Source: Bonnie Swoger, (2013) Understanding your rights: pre-prints, post-prints and publisher versions, Scientific American

A post-print is a document that has been through the peer 

review process and incorporated reviewers comments. It is 

the final version of the paper before it is sent off the the

journal for publication. It may be missing a final copyedit (if 

the journal still does that) and won't be formatted to look 

like the journal. It still looks like the double spaced .doc file. 

Sometimes, the term "pre-print" is used interchangeably 

with "post-print," but when it comes to permissions issues, 

it is important to clarify which version of a manuscript is 

being discussed.

13

https://www.scientificamerican.com/author/bonnie-swoger/


Author final versions

• The version of your paper following refereeing 

and editing

• NOT the pre-print version

• Must not include publisher logos, formatting etc.

• Recognise people may not have suitable 

versions of older material

• However, good idea to start keeping a suitable 

version and depositing it at the time of 

publication

©2017-2018  Nader Ale Ebrahim

Source: Morag Greig, Enlighten: Glasgow’s University’s online institutional repository
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http://www.sherpa.ac.uk/documents/sherpaplusdocs/glas-enlighten pres.pdf


Publishers version/PDF

©2017-2018  Nader Ale Ebrahim

Source: Bonnie Swoger, (2013) Understanding your rights: pre-prints, post-prints and publisher versions, Scientific American

This is the version of record that is 

published on the publishers website. It 

will look quite spiffy, having been 

professionally typeset by the publisher. 

Library databases will link to this 

version of the paper.
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Stages when manuscripts may be self-

archived

©2017-2018  Nader Ale Ebrahim

Source: http://www.editage.com/insights/how-to-make-your-paper-more-accessible-through-self-archiving
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http://www.editage.com/insights/how-to-make-your-paper-more-accessible-through-self-archiving


©2017-2018  Nader Ale Ebrahim
Source: http://www.dontwasteyourtime.co.uk/elearning/creative-commons-infographic-licenses-explained/
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What Options Do Authors Have? 

©2017-2018  Nader Ale Ebrahim

Source: http://guides.lib.fsu.edu/c.php?g=352858&p=2383208
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Gold Open Access Journals

• Journals that automatically and 

immediately make their articles available 

online to all at no cost (the articles are 

always free to read).

• Gold OA journals do not take copyright. 

They use Creative Commons licenses 

instead. 

©2017-2018  Nader Ale Ebrahim 20



Green Open Access Journals

• Traditional, subscription-based journals 

that permit authors to self-archive 

their articles in OA repositories.

• In general, Green OA journals do take 

copyright, but “give back” some rights 

to the author.

©2017-2018  Nader Ale Ebrahim 21



Traditional Toll Access Journals

Subscription-based journals that 

require authors to transfer 

copyright to the Journal, which 

then has exclusive rights to the 

article.

©2017-2018  Nader Ale Ebrahim 22



Publishers and copyright

• Assigning copyright to a publisher does not generally 
mean that you cannot deposit in a repository

• Most publishers now permit authors to deposit a copy of 
their articles in repositories

• This is a right granted to authors over and above any 
copyright agreement you have signed

• However, most publishers will only allow you to deposit 
your ‘author final version’ of your work

• Some publishers have embargo periods, e.g. an article 
can only be deposited in a repository 6 months after 
publication

©2017-2018  Nader Ale Ebrahim

Source: Morag Greig, Enlighten: Glasgow’s University’s online institutional repository
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http://www.sherpa.ac.uk/documents/sherpaplusdocs/glas-enlighten pres.pdf


Copyright issue

Your publication freely available

Besides the bibliographic details, you can add the publication itself to UvA-

DARE, in pdf or Word. Of course, you yourself decide whether you only 

want to archive it (in which case the electronic version is not accessible) or 

if you wish to give interested researchers and readers full access to the 

electronic publication. There are great advantages to making it worldwide 

available. Publications which are freely available are most often 

downloaded and cited.

If your publisher does not give permission to give access to the 

definitive publisher's version/pdf, in many cases it is permitted to make 

the last author's version available (i.e. the version after peer review). This 

version has the same scientific content, but lacks the publisher's lay-out. 

More information can be found at SHERPA/RoMEO and the Open Access 

and Copyright site of UvA. 

Source: Digital Academic Repository of the University of Amsterdam
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http://opcit.eprints.org/oacitation-biblio.html
http://www.sherpa.ac.uk/romeo.php
http://uba.uva.nl/open_access
http://dare.uva.nl/cgi/b/bib/bib-idx?c=uvadare;cc=uvadare;sid=2f3a464dc3479d7be67b2dd4801d599d;lang=en;page=index


Springer's Self-Archiving Policy

Springer is a green publisher, as we allow self-archiving, but most importantly we are fully transparent 

about your rights. 

Publishing in a subscription-based journal

If you publish an article in the traditional way, without open access our Copyright Transfer Statements 

reads (excerpt):"Authors may self-archive the author’s accepted manuscript of their articles on their 

own websites. Authors may also deposit this version of the article in any repository, provided it is only 

made publicly available 12 months after official publication or later. He/ she may not use the 

publisher's version (the final article), which is posted on SpringerLink and other Springer websites, for 

the purpose of self-archiving or deposit. Furthermore, the author may only post his/her version 

provided acknowledgement is given to the original source of publication and a link is inserted to the 

published article on Springer's website. The link must be accompanied by the following text: “The final 

publication is available at link.springer.com”."Prior versions of the article published on non-commercial 

pre-print servers like arXiv.org can remain on these servers and/or can be updated with the author’s 

accepted version. The final published version (in PDF or HTML/XML format) cannot be used for this 

purpose. Acknowledgement needs to be given to the final publication and a link should be inserted to 

the published article on Springer’s website, accompanied by the text “The final publication is available 

at link.springer.com”.

CTS (for information purposes only) (pdf, 213 kB)

Publishing open access

If you publish your article open access, the final published version can be archived in institutional or 

funder repositories and can be made publicly accessible immediately. 

Open Access at Springer ©2017-2018  Nader Ale Ebrahim 25

http://link.springer.com/
http://link.springer.com/
http://static.springer.com/sgw/documents/1384288/application/pdf/62482_CTS+Format_T1.pdf
http://www.springer.com/open+access?SGWID=0-169302-0-0-0


Is a Journal Green OA?

SHERPA/RoMEO

http://www.sherpa.ac.uk/romeo/

Search by journal/publisher to learn

its copyright and self-archiving policies
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http://www.sherpa.ac.uk/romeo/search.php?id=30&fIDnum=|&mode=simple&la=en&format=full
http://www.sherpa.ac.uk/romeo/search.php?id=30&fIDnum=|&mode=simple&la=en&format=full
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http://www.sherpa.ac.uk/romeo/search.php
http://www.sherpa.ac.uk/romeo/search.php


©2017-2018  Nader Ale Ebrahim

Source: http://www-library.desy.de/oa/sherpa.hep.html
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http://www-library.desy.de/oa/sherpa.hep.html
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http://link.springer.com/article/10.1007/s11192-016-1938-x
http://link.springer.com/article/10.1007/s11192-016-1938-x


Major trends in knowledge management research: 

a bibliometric study 

©2017-2018  Nader Ale Ebrahim 31

http://apps.webofknowledge.com/full_record.do?product=WOS&search_mode=GeneralSearch&qid=1&SID=X1q5FJLDpT5LiOgJ8dU&page=1&doc=1
http://apps.webofknowledge.com/summary.do?product=WOS&parentProduct=WOS&search_mode=GeneralSearch&qid=1&SID=X1q5FJLDpT5LiOgJ8dU&page=1&action=sort&sortBy=AC180.D;PY.D;LD.D;SO.A;VL.D;PG.A;AU.A&showFirstPage=1
http://apps.webofknowledge.com/summary.do?product=WOS&parentProduct=WOS&search_mode=GeneralSearch&qid=1&SID=X1q5FJLDpT5LiOgJ8dU&page=1&action=sort&sortBy=AC180.D;PY.D;LD.D;SO.A;VL.D;PG.A;AU.A&showFirstPage=1
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http://www.sherpa.ac.uk/romeo/search.php
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Journal: Scientometrics

General Conditions

• Author's pre-print on pre-print servers such as arXiv.org

• Author's post-print on author's personal website 

immediately

• Author's post-print on any open access repository after 

12 months after publication

• Publisher's version/PDF cannot be used

• Published source must be acknowledged

• Must link to publisher version

• Set phrase to accompany link to published version (see 

policy)

• Articles in some journals can be made Open Access on 

payment of additional charge
©2017-2018  Nader Ale Ebrahim 33
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Link/libri-2015-0095.pdf
Link/libri-2015-0095.pdf


pre-submission version
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https://www.researchgate.net/profile/Barbara_Robson/publication/283663390_Can_we_predict_citation_counts_of_environmental_modelling_papers_Fourteen_bibliographic_and_categorical_variables_predict_less_than_30_of_the_variability_in_citation_counts/links/568b1fb508ae051f9afa8ee6.pdf
https://www.researchgate.net/profile/Barbara_Robson/publication/283663390_Can_we_predict_citation_counts_of_environmental_modelling_papers_Fourteen_bibliographic_and_categorical_variables_predict_less_than_30_of_the_variability_in_citation_counts/links/568b1fb508ae051f9afa8ee6.pdf


Preprint version vs. publisher's 

version 

©2017-2018  Nader Ale Ebrahim 36

http://www.beel.org/files/papers/2010-ASEO--preprint.pdf
http://utpjournals.metapress.com/content/1g745112502611pq/fulltext.pdf
http://www.beel.org/files/papers/2010-ASEO--preprint.pdf
http://www.beel.org/files/papers/2010-ASEO--preprint.pdf
http://utpjournals.metapress.com/content/1g745112502611pq/fulltext.pdf
http://utpjournals.metapress.com/content/1g745112502611pq/fulltext.pdf


Author version
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http://ssrn.com/abstract=2704795
http://ssrn.com/abstract=2704795
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http://ssrn.com/abstract=2759637
http://ssrn.com/abstract=2759637


Metadata

The metadata of an article refers to a number of things.

Metadata can refer to the keywords used, as well as to the

type of file your document is, such as whether it is a PDF or

Word file, the title, subjects and authors of the article, the

date of the article, the name of the publisher and more. The

metadata of your article also factors in the indexing and

ranking of your article, so you should ensure this

information is complete.

See more at:: http://elsevierconnect.com/get-found-optimize-your-research-articles-for-search-engines/

©2017-2018  Nader Ale Ebrahim 39

http://elsevierconnect.com/get-found-optimize-your-research-articles-for-search-engines/


Get found. Optimize your research 

articles for search engines.

©2017-2018  Nader Ale Ebrahim

Source: http://www.elsevier.com/__data/assets/pdf_file/0017/145052/ECR_SEO_180912.pdf
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http://www.elsevier.com/__data/assets/pdf_file/0017/145052/ECR_SEO_180912.pdf
http://www.elsevier.com/__data/assets/pdf_file/0017/145052/ECR_SEO_180912.pdf


Titles: be simple and specific

• Use active rather than passive verbs. 

• Avoid words that don’t add to the story such as: “on this”, “study”, 

and “investigation”. 

• Be specific in delivering your message: 

• Not every reader may know what Akt and Foxo1 are, but the title is 

declarative and specific. “But don’t be too specific”. 

• When possible, avoid acronyms and other jargon, which renders the 

title opaque to readers not already conversant in the field. 

• Avoid question marks: titles should present outcomes, without 

teasing the reader. 

• Focus on what is novel in the work. 

• Avoid complex, compound nouns. For example, the term “excess 

water-weight remover”.
Source: http://blogs.nature.com/naturejobs/2015/07/10/publishing-high-impact-papers-natures-way

©2017-2018  Nader Ale Ebrahim 41

http://www.sciencedirect.com/science/article/pii/S0167488911000826
http://blogs.nature.com/naturejobs/2015/07/10/publishing-high-impact-papers-natures-way


Creating your own database 

(library) by: 

Reference Management Tools



Export to EndNote
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http://apps.webofknowledge.com/full_record.do?product=WOS&search_mode=GeneralSearch&qid=4&SID=R1f7huZiZu9QcD4Jtbu&page=1&doc=1
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Export to Mendeley
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https://www.scopus.com/record/display.uri?eid=2-s2.0-84964063192&origin=resultslist&sort=plf-f&src=s&st1=Major+trends+in+knowledge+management+research:+a+bibliometric+study+&st2=&sid=AB8D99D84CC9A349EA142F2B0A2C4516.wsnAw8kcdt7IPYLO0V48gA:10&sot=b&sdt=b&sl=75&s=TITLE(Major+trends+in+knowledge+management+research:+a+bibliometric+study+)&relpos=0&citeCnt=4&searchTerm=
https://www.scopus.com/record/display.uri?eid=2-s2.0-84964063192&origin=resultslist&sort=plf-f&src=s&st1=Major+trends+in+knowledge+management+research:+a+bibliometric+study+&st2=&sid=AB8D99D84CC9A349EA142F2B0A2C4516.wsnAw8kcdt7IPYLO0V48gA:10&sot=b&sdt=b&sl=75&s=TITLE(Major+trends+in+knowledge+management+research:+a+bibliometric+study+)&relpos=0&citeCnt=4&searchTerm=


Task for third session

• Prepare the full list of your publications, with a 

pdf version and Microsoft Word version of these 

publications and identify which one is 

copyrighted. 

• All records (Microsoft Word and PDF files) are to 

be kept in EndNote and Mendeley reference 

management softwares.
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My recent publications
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Questions?
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